
SCOPE

• Switchable Antennas
• Phased Arrays
• Digital Beam Forming

Through the years, agile antenna frontends for 
applications such as mobile satellite antenna 
terminals have become a key area within the 
antenna portfolio of IMST. The designs range 
from small arrays with switchable elements 
and partially mechanically and electronically 
steerable arrays (so-called hybrid systems) to 
fully electronically steerable antenna arrays 
such as classical phased array designs using 
RF-phase and amplitude shifters or Digital 
Beam Forming (DBF) techniques where each 
array element signal is available directly on 
a digital level.

The design of agile arrays involves different 
areas of expertise such as antenna design, 
feeding networks, beamforming and steering 
algorithms, signal processing, prototyping and 
complex measurements.

Radiation pattern measurement of an L-Band array
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STEERABLE ANTENNAS

EM-simulation of an 8x8 array



SWITCHABLE ARRAYS PHASED ARRAYS

The classical phased array architecture basically 
employs beam steering and forming purely at 
the RF (IF) level using RF-phase and/or ampli-
tude shifters, or beam forming networks. Such 
configurations are used for all frequency bands 
but are often encountered at X- and Ku-band. 
Normally, phase/amplitude shifters have to be 
realised in MMIC-technology because of their 
small dimensions; compact build-ups have a 
much more aesthetic appeal, hence high com-
mercial value and market acceptance. The large 
number of MMIC-components per RF-frontend 
can have however a dramatic impact on the 
final cost price.

IMST´s key work within this area focuses on fin-
ding the best compromise between form factor, 
costs and performance. 

Small size phased array for automotive applications at Ku-band

Switchable beam concepts focus in general on 
systems with medium data rates and are well sui-
ted for applications like Inmarsat BGAN systems. 
These satellites transmit high power signals so 
that the gain of a single patch (or a combination 
of 2 patches) normally suffices.

Especially for operating frequencies like L-band, 
simple switching between antenna elements 
such as patch radiators can be an effective way 
of steering the antenna beam. Such concepts 
involve in general only a small number of RF-
components but usually require high perfor-
mance RF-switches. Also, Butler matrix concepts 
(feeding network topologies) can be applied 
here, for example.  

Switchable Tx/Rx antenna frontend at L-band (INES, ESA-project)

DIGITAL BEAM FORMING

The absolute high-end of phased array techno-
logy employs DBF architectures; each antenna 
element is equipped with a complete down-/up-
converting circuit, and the received/transmitted 
element signal is digitalised at baseband and 
directly processed by a digital unit (e.g. a DSP or 
FPGA). This is not only the most complex system 
but also the most flexible one. Because of the 
fact that the complete beam forming is performed 
within the DSP-unit, all kind of signal processing 
operations can be applied.  IMST focuses at the 
moment on DBF-terminals in K/Ka-Band for air-
borne applications  and the technology is at the 
moment being transferred to other applications 
(e.g. radar) and other frequency ranges. 

Measured antenna beams for scanning in one plane (Ka-Band)


